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Abstract:
The standard model of intertemporal choice assumes risk neutrality toward the length of life: due to additivity, agents are not sensitive to a mean preserving spread in the length of life. Using a survey fielded in the RAND American Life Panel (ALP), this paper provides empirical evidence on possible deviation from risk neutrality with respect to longevity in the U.S. population. The questions we ask allow to find the distribution as well as to quantify the degree of risk aversion with respect to the length of life in the population. We find evidence that roughly 75% of respondents were not neutral with respect to longevity risk. Higher income households are more likely to be risk averse. We do not find evidence that the degree of risk aversion varies with age or education.
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1 Introduction

Longevity risk plays an important role in the study of intertemporal choice. It affects both the level and the evolution of consumption over the life-cycle, with implications for saving and the demand for pensions, annuities and insurance products. Most of the work done in this area builds in some way or in another on the seminal paper of Yaari (1965) which assumes that lifetime utility is additively separable over time. Economists working on longevity issues, in general, do not realize that such an assumption has important consequences for individual preferences when longevity risk is present. Additivity across time periods leads to an implicit assumption of individual risk neutrality toward the length of life. Risk neutrality toward the length of life implies that, in the absence of time preferences, one should be indifferent between a lottery involving a risky lifetime in which he would live either a "short" life with some probability or a "long" life with the complementary probability, and a lottery involving a certain "intermediate" lifetime equal to the certainty equivalent. In other words, a mean-preserving spread in longevity does not affect expected utility. Bommier (2006) proposes a more general formulation of individual preferences (i.e. an increasing transformation of lifetime utility) which would allow to take account of individuals’ attitude toward longevity risk.¹ Risk aversion toward the length of life implies that the certainty equivalent should be preferred over the risky lottery, while under risk proneness, the first lottery should be preferred.

Choices over alternative longevity scenarios are abundant in real life and the question of whether or not agents exhibit risk neutrality is paramount to understanding choices. For example, risk aversion towards the length of life can influence the desire of agents to buy annuities. Bommier and Le Grand (2012) argue that even if annuity markets are perfect, a low annuitization level may be explained by the presence of (lifetime) risk aversion and of a positive bequest motive. In that model, the demand for annuities is decreasing in the level of lifetime risk aversion. From a welfare perspective, Bommier et al. (2011a, b) showed that

¹On the use of a more general formulation of individual preferences in the context of risk aversion, see also Kihlstrom and Mirman (1974).
under both assumptions of utilitarianism and risk neutrality, optimal lifetime transfers go from low to high life expectancy agents.\textsuperscript{2} These assumptions imply that one person living two time periods is equivalent to two persons living for one period. When risk aversion is introduced, Bommier et al. (2011a, b) shows that optimal transfers will go from high to low longevity agents.\textsuperscript{3}

Although appealing from a theoretical perspective, there is no direct evidence of the existence of risk aversion or proneness toward the length of life in the population. Indirect evidence is provided by Bommier and Villeneuve (2012) who show that longevity risk aversion fits well the age pattern of the value of a statistical life year reported in Aldy and Viscusi (2003). In this paper, we directly test for risk neutrality using survey questions asked in the RAND American Life Panel (ALP). An advantage of this method is that it allows to completely specify the choice environment of the agent and thus focus on longevity risk. The ALP is an ongoing internet panel study with broad coverage of the U.S. population. We present respondents with lotteries over the length of life which allows them to express risk neutrality, aversion or proneness. Depending on their answers, we then follow up with “switch-point” questions which enables calculation of their coefficient of risk aversion towards longevity. Following the definition of Bommier (2006), we estimate a measure of longevity risk attitude and study how it correlates with socio-economic characteristics of households.

Our results provide strong evidence against risk neutrality for a large fraction of the U.S. population. Less than a quarter, 26.5\% of respondents are risk neutral with respect to the length of life. A slight majority, 38.2\% of respondents, are risk averse while, maybe more surprisingly, 35.4\% are prone to risk. When we increase the variance of the risky lottery, more respondents appear to be risk averse: almost 60\% prefer the certainty equivalent while only 19.1\% prefer the risky lottery. Interestingly, income correlates positively with risk aversion toward the length of life. We could not detect age or education differences in

\textsuperscript{2}Many papers make this double assumption. See for instance Calvo and Obsfeld (1988), Diamond (2003), Leroux et al. (2011).

\textsuperscript{3}On the issue of compensation for differences in longevity, see also Fleurbaey et al. (2010).
risk aversion.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we define risk preference with respect to longevity. In the third section, we present the survey design. In the fourth section, we present the estimation strategy. In the fifth section, we discuss the results. Finally we conclude in section six.

2 Longevity Risk Preferences

We first use a simple example to define preferences for longevity risk. For the sake of the example, suppose an individual of age $a$ derives, each year, a constant flow of satisfaction, $v$. She has to choose between the following two lotteries. As shown in Figure 1, with lottery L1, she lives with certainty until 80 years old while with lottery L2, she would live until 70 years with a probability $p = 0.5$ and until 90 years with probability $1 - p = 0.5$. Under risk neutrality toward the length of life, expected lifetime utility is the same and thus she is indifferent between the two. If she is risk averse, she strictly prefers the certainty equivalent, that is lottery 1 (which is less risky in terms of life duration) while if she is risk prone, she strictly prefers the second one.

![Diagram of choices over lotteries of life.](image)

Figure 1: Choices over lotteries of life.
Let us further define a function $G(.)$ which is an increasing transformation of state utilities. One simple way to model any attitude toward the risk of longevity of this agent then consists in making an increasing transformation of state utilities, $G(.)$, such that the lifetime utility obtained from the lottery $L_1$ is

$$U(L_1) = G((80 - a)v)$$

and the one obtained from lottery $L_2$ is

$$U(L_2) = 0.5 	imes G((70 - a)v) + 0.5 	imes G((90 - a)v)$$

If $G'' = 0$, $U(L_1) = U(L_2)$, and the agent is said to be risk neutral toward the length of life. If $G'' < 0$, $U(L_1) > U(L_2)$, the agent is risk averse, while if $G'' > 0$, $U(L_2) > U(L_1)$ and the agent is prone to risk. Yaari (1965) constrains $G(.)$ to be linear. Yet, there is a priori no reason to believe that agents would be indifferent between these two lotteries of life and to assume $G''(.) = 0$.

3 Survey Design and Data

The simple design in Figure 1 is our starting point. We designed a questionnaire which was fielded in the RAND American Life Panel (ALP) among panel members which were between 40 and 60 years old at the time of the survey (February 2012). We asked two lottery choice questions, the first with the parameters of Figure 1 (Q1), the second one (Q3) with more risk but the same certainty equivalent: 65 and 95 instead of 70 and 90 years old.

For each of these questions, we asked a follow-up question (Q2 and Q4) where we varied the age in the certainty equivalent scenario, in a table, until the respondent was willing to switch his answer. For example, suppose the respondent answered he preferred to live for sure until 80 years old in Q1. Keeping the same risky outcomes (70 or 90 years old), we ask in Q2 if he would still prefer the certain outcome if he lives to 79, 78, 77 and so on.
till 71. The age at which the respondent switches his answer identifies an age at which the respondent is indifferent between the lotteries. As we show below, this allows to estimate the degree of risk aversion (switching age below). We do something similar for those who exhibit proneness.

The text of the questions can be found in the appendix. For each question, we stressed that respondents should assume their standard of living and their health would stay the same each year. Hence, we assume they enjoy a “constant flow of satisfaction” (equivalently, their quality of life do not vary) which allows us to focus on risk attitudes toward the length of life rather than on other forms of time preference or age-dependent utility.\footnote{On the definition of a constant flow of satisfaction consumption profile, see Definition 3 in Bommier, 2006.}

At first glance, such choice scenarios appear as unrealistic. However, choices over longevity risks occur in everyday life. For instance, the introduction of a new drug or the decision to undergo some risky surgery may lead patients to be confronted with comparisons between a relatively certain scenario (early death) and an uncertain scenario in which the drug is effective or not. We decided not to frame the experiment in those terms to maintain the potential for external validity. From exit interviews of respondents, we got very few negative comments to these questions which makes us (cautiously) confident that the questions were salient to the respondents.

Our sample includes of 1425 American respondents between the ages of 40 and 60. In addition to data from our survey, we also obtain background information from the core questionnaire of the ALP (gender, income, education, race and ethnicity). The appendix includes descriptive statistics on the variables we use. The average age of respondents is 51 years old. A majority (56\%) hold a high-school degree, 39.5\% a college degree. A majority, 53.75\% earn an income above 50,000\$, 25.4\% earn between 25,000 and 50,000 dollars. Women account for 60\%, blacks for 10\% and hispanics for 12\%.\footnote{On the definition of a constant flow of satisfaction consumption profile, see Definition 3 in Bommier, 2006.}
4 Estimation

Answers to Q1 and Q3 allow us to compute the fraction of respondents prone, neutral and averse to risk with respect to length of life. Hence, we can determine the frequency of these types of behavior. We study the determinants of the probability of being prone, averse or neutral using a multinomial logit model with socio-economic variables as controls.

We also quantify the extent of risk aversion and proneness for those who were not indifferent to the two lotteries. Answers to questions Q2 and Q4 define a switching age $a_r$ at which the individual becomes indifferent. This switching age allows to pin down a measure of risk attitudes toward the length of life, as defined in Bommier (2006).\footnote{See definition 2 and equation 4 in Bommier (2006).}

Let the age of the respondent be $a$ and $X$ the risk premium the agent is ready to pay to avoid the risky outcome, measured in life years. This premium is positive for a risk averse agent and negative for an agent prone to risk. Respondents report in Q2 and Q4 the certainty equivalent age at which they become indifferent between the lotteries, $a_r$. Hence, the risk premium is $X = 80 - a_r$ for both questions and is implicitly defined by:

$$G((A - a - X)v) = 0.5G((A - a)v) + 0.5G((\overline{A} - a)v),$$

where $A = 80$, $\underline{A} = 70$ and $\overline{A} = 90$ in questions Q1-Q2, and $A = 80$, $\underline{A} = 65$ and $\overline{A} = 95$ in questions Q3-Q4.

Making a first order Taylor’s expansion around $(A - a)v$ of the LHS and a second order expansion of the RHS, we can rewrite as:

$$X + 0.5(A + \overline{A} - 2A) = \frac{(A - A)^2 + (\overline{A} - A)^2}{4} \left[ -v \frac{G''((A - a)v)}{G'((A - a)v)} \right].$$

Define $\alpha = -v \frac{G''((A - a)v)}{G'((A - a)v)}$ as the coefficient of risk aversion with respect to the age at death $A$. This coefficient is positive (resp. negative) if the agent is risk averse (resp. prone) toward the length of life. Thus, one can isolate $\alpha$ of an agent expecting to live $(A - a)$ years
as follows:

\[
\alpha = \frac{4(X + 0.5(A + \bar{A} - 2A))}{(A - \bar{A})^2 + (\bar{A} - A)^2}.
\]

Replacing with the corresponding values of the switching age for Q1 (Q2), we obtain

\[
\alpha = \frac{(80 - a_r)}{50}.
\]

For question Q3 (Q4), the expression of for the coefficient has the following expression:

\[
\alpha = \frac{4(80 - a_r)}{450}.
\]

Interestingly, these expressions do not depend on \(v\). Using Q2 and Q4, we can thus compute the degree of risk aversion and risk proneness with respect to the length of life for each respondent. We can do the same with Q4.

To estimate the determinants of \(\alpha\), we need to deal with right and left-censoring of the switching age as some respondents never switch. For those choosing the certainty equivalent (hence being risk averse), let \(\alpha^*_i\) be the uncensored measure of respondent \(i\) and \(\alpha_{i,max}\) be the maximum measure of \(\alpha\) if the agent switched at the last age in the list. For those who chose the risky lottery and never switched in Q2 or Q4, let \(\alpha_{i,min}\) be the minimum measure of \(\alpha\) if the agent switched at the last age in that list.

The uncensored measure is a function of characteristics \(x_i\) (age, income, education, race and ethnicity) and an unexplained portion \(\epsilon_i\), normally distributed with variance \(var(\epsilon)\):

\[
\alpha^*_i = x_i \beta + \epsilon_i.
\]

The observed measure, \(\alpha_i\), is given by

\[
\alpha_i = \max(\min(\alpha_{i,max}, \alpha^*_i), \alpha_{i,min}).
\]
This yields a two-sided tobit model with heterogeneous censoring points. We estimate parameters $\beta$ and $\text{var}(\epsilon)$ by maximum likelihood.

5 Results

5.1 Frequency of Deviation from Risk Neutrality

Questions Q1 and Q3 allow to quantify the frequency of deviation from risk neutrality. In Table ??, we report the fraction of respondents choosing the certain lottery (i.e. those who are risk averse with respect to the length of life), the risky lottery (i.e. the risk-prones) or who report being indifferent (i.e. the risk-neutrals).

Overall, 73.6% of respondents are not indifferent to the lotteries presented in Q1. Only 26.5% of respondents are risk neutral with respect to the length of life. A slight majority, 38.2% of respondents, are risk averse (they prefer the certainty of living to 80) while 35.4% are prone to risk (they prefer a 50% chance of living to 70 or 90). There is very little variation by age in these patterns. However, it appears that those with higher incomes (more than $50k) and with college degrees are more likely to be averse to the risk of longevity.

When we increase the variance in the second lottery (Q3), more respondents appear to be risk averse. Almost 60% prefer the certainty of living to 80 while only 19.1% prefer the risky lottery. A similar income and education gradient is found for question 3.

Next, we investigate how socio-economic characteristics, including race and ethnicity, affect these answers by estimating a multinomial logit. The reference option is indifference. Thus we must interpret the estimates relative to this option. Estimates for each question (Q1 and Q3) along with p-values are reported in Table ???. We do not find an age gradient, confirming what was reported in Table ???. Income, but not education, appears to increase the chances of being risk averse with respect to the age at death. Hispanics appear more likely to report being prone to risk while blacks appear less likely to be risk averse. This last effect is only statistically significant for Q3. Overall the pattern of estimates is largely stable across questions. Hence, for other analysis we pool responses to both set of lotteries.
Table 1: Fraction of respondents who prefer certainty equivalent (averse), risky lottery (prone) and are indifferent (neutral). Question 1 offers the choice between living for certain till 80 and a lottery with equal chances of living till 70 or 90. Question 3 has a risky lottery with equal chances of living till 65 or 95.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th>Question 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Averse</td>
<td>Prone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high school</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>college</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25k-50k</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50k more</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>-0.251</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hispanic</td>
<td>-0.066</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>-0.296</td>
<td>-0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N            | 1413       | 1407       |

Table 2: Multinomial logit parameter estimates with p-values. The reference outcome is risk neutrality. For covariates, the reference category for education is (less than high school), and (less than 25k) for income.
Before turning to the next section, let us briefly relate our results on the relation between socio-economic characteristics and risk aversion toward the length of life, with what was previously found in the literature on standard risk aversion. Barsky et al. (1997) finds that relative risk aversion is inverse U-shaped in income, age and education. It also finds that whites are more risk averse than blacks while hispanics are the less risk averse. Arrondel et al. (2005) using French data, finds that risk aversion is increasing with age but decreasing in income and in education. In both studies, male are found to be less risk averse. These papers of course, study a different kind of risk aversion, since they are about individual preferences over monetary risks while our paper focuses on the risk of longevity. Hence, we find that richer agents are more risk averse toward the length of life while the contrary is observed for standard risk aversion. Yet, our model yields the same results for the link between race and risk aversion as the one observed in the case of standard risk aversion.

5.2 Degree of Deviation from Risk Neutrality

The last section showed some evidence of deviations from neutrality with respect to the longevity risk. We now analyze the degree of deviation by making use of data on "switching ages” to construct the coefficient of risk aversion toward the age at death, $\alpha$. We pool answers to both questions Q2 and Q4. We set $\alpha = 0$ for those who were indifferent between the two lotteries and compute $\alpha$ for other responses as shown in section 4.

In Figure ??, we report the density of $\alpha$ over both questions Q2 and Q4, excluding censored observations. Since about one-fourth of respondents were indifferent, there is a peak at zero. The average estimate of relative risk preference is close to zero (0.009) with a standard deviation of (0.041). A T-test rejects the null that the mean is zero ($t = 9.92$). The distribution is skewed to the left with more mass in the positive domain which reflects risk aversion toward length of life. Note that measures of the risk attitude are strongly

---

*Kapteyn and Teppa (2011) finds similar results using Dutch data, except for income, which is not significant in their study. Yet, they find a negative relation between risk aversion and wealth.

*We do not find any correlation between age and risk aversion, contrary to Barksy et al. (1997), Arrondel et al. (2005) and Kapteyn and Teppa (2011). This may be due to the fact that we restricted the age of our sample to be comprised between 40 and 60.
Figure 2: Distribution of the risk aversion coefficient to both questions Q1 and Q3. Censored observations are excluded.

correlated across questions: overall, the correlation coefficient is 0.496 \( (p < 0.001) \). If we focus on respondents who expressed risk aversion in both Q1 and Q3, the correlation coefficient increases to 0.799 \( (p < 0.001) \).

To investigate the correlates of \( \alpha \), we report in Table ?? parameter estimates from the two-sided tobit model developed in Section 4. Parameter estimates suggest that the coefficient of risk aversion toward the age at death is positively correlated with income, but negatively correlated with being black. Age or education does not appear to be correlated with the risk aversion coefficient.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we test for deviations from risk neutrality toward the length of life. We designed a questionnaire aimed at detecting and measuring longevity risk aversion. We present evidence that close to three quarters of respondents do not exhibit risk neutrality toward the length of life (which is typically assumed in intertemporal choice models). Roughly, three fourth of the population from our survey reported to be either risk averse
or risk prone. We found that income was positively correlated with risk aversion but that neither age nor education had an impact.

This paper provides a first step toward a better understanding of agents’ preferences toward the length of life. However, there are some limitations to this study. First, we made the assumption that respondents abstracted from pure time preference considerations and other time-dependent utility considerations. This allowed us to make the assumption of constant flow of satisfaction. Some of our results support the view that respondents abstracted from such considerations for the most part. If only pure time preferences was at work, impatient agents (i.e. with discount factor less than 1) should always choose the lottery with no risk. This is clearly not what the results of our survey suggest as we obtain that a non negligible number of respondents prefer the risky lottery or are indifferent. Second, empirical evidence has shown that richer agents are more patient, which would make them choose more often the risky lottery.\(^8\) However, we find that richer agents more often choose the lottery without uncertainty.

One potential extension of the methodology developed is to estimate jointly pure time preference and longevity risk aversion. In theory, we have two answers to questions with

---

\(^8\)For evidence of the relation between time preference and income, see for example Lawrance (1991) and Cagetti (2003).
different levels of risk. Hence, we have two restrictions as a function of time preference and the longevity risk aversion coefficient. Hence, it should be possible in theory to disentangle these effects. This may however be more feasible if we had more rounds of choices among lotteries.

Second, in a future research project, we will experiment with contextual choice situations to assess whether respondents are affected by framing effects. For instance, a few respondents mentioned that it was hard to think about questions on longevity because people hardly decide when they die. Also, we realized that we did not asked some questions which would have been useful for interpreting our results. For example, at question Q.2, we could not find whether the agents who had not switched at 71 years old would have effectively switched at 70, simply because we did not ask this last question. As a result, we could not find whether these agents did not understand the question.

Other than these limitations, one obvious conclusion of this pilot project is that it appears to be possible to ask respondents such questions about the risk over the length of life. As Bommier and Villeneuve (2012) mention in the conclusion of their paper, ”the key issue is therefore to estimate is to estimate mortality risk aversion. The difficulty of the task should not be underestimated. (...) This should be rather seen as a long-term objective that will probably require the collection of specific data”.
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Survey Questionnaire

Respondents were asked the following first question:\footnote{Note that agents could go back.}

**Q1:** In the following scenarios, imagine that your standard of living and your health condition are preserved no matter how long you live. Please choose between the following options:

1) Live till you are 80 years old.
2) A 50% chance of living till you are 70 years old and a 50% chance of living till you are 90 years old.
3) You are indifferent between options 1 and 2.

If at this question Q1, they answered 1, they were asked Q2.1; if they answered 2, they were asked Q2.2 and if they had answered 3, they were asked Q2.3. These questions are reported below.

**Q2.1:** In the previous question, you preferred option 1 (you live till you are 80 years old) to option 2 (a 50% chance you live till 70 years old and a 50% chance till 90 years old).

Suppose now that we modify option 1 and keep option 2 the same. For the following possibilities, please indicate whether you still prefer the modified option 1 if you live till you are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preferred</th>
<th>Not preferred</th>
<th>Indifferent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) 79 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) 78 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) 77 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) 76 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) 75 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) 74 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) 73 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) 72 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) 71 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that only one answer at each line was possible.

**Q2.2:** In the previous question you preferred option 2 (a 50% chance you live till 70 years old and a 50% chance till 90 years old) to option 1 (you live till you are 80 years old).

Suppose now that we modify option 1 and keep option 2 the same. For the following
possibilities, please indicate whether you still prefer option 2 to living till you are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preferred</th>
<th>Not preferred</th>
<th>Indifferent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) 81 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) 82 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) 83 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) 84 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) 85 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) 86 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) 87 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) 88 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) 89 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further asked a second identical set of questions except for the variance of the uncertain lottery:

**Q3:** In the following scenarios, imagine that your standard of living and your health condition are preserved no matter how long you live. Please choose between the following options:

1) Live till you are 80 years old.
2) A 50% chance of living till you are 65 years old and a 50% chance of living till you are 95 years old.
3) You are indifferent between options 1 and 2.

Depending on what agents answered at question Q.3, we asked a second question, Q4.1 identical to question Q2.1 and Q4.2 identical to Q2.2.